
On October 1, 2022, at the Great White 
North Pumpkin Weigh-off and Fair in 
Smoky Lake, Alberta, Canada, a new 
Canadian Atlantic Giant Pumpkin record 
was set by Don Crews of Lloydminster, 
Alberta. His pumpkin topped the scale at 
2537 pounds and was a cross between a 
mother seed 2365 Wolf and father 
pollinator 300 Crews (estimated). This is 
the first time in Canada that a huge 
pumpkin has been grown so far north at 
about 53°N latitude. How did this 
happen in the Great White North?

Don?s mother always had a garden and 
he helped as a young kid which gave 
him an interest in gardening. Years later 
his wife brought home a package of 
McKenzie giant pumpkin seeds ? if you 
live in Canada, you know the one, with 
the little girl standing by a huge 
pumpkin. They thought it would be a 
great idea to get the kids to plant and 
grow. He was surprised how fast the 
pumpkin plant grew and was hooked.

Every year he tried harder, searching the 
internet for information and came to 
know a grower, Andy Wolf. He learned 
he needed big vines by July. Heating 

cables in the soil were the trick to getting started early in the cold Canadian climate. In the 
beginning years, a pumpkin at 544 pounds seemed like it was big enough to go to the nearest 
weigh-off at Smoky Lake. People nearby were astounded at a 500 pounder.

Soil cables were not enough though. He started experimenting with hoop houses and greenhouses 
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from materials like discarded lumber, fence posts, 
and wooden frames, eventually using greenhouse 
poly to cover the frames. He also needed a heat 
source for those cold nights. An A frame design 
worked best.

Growing in a green house has its issues like 
maintaining temperature, humidity, and insects. 
He had to deal with spider mites and aphids in the 
past with a biological agent. Potting soil 
introduced weeds. He has had problems with 
powdery mildew as well. He tries to keep the 
temperature between 25 C to 29 C in the 
greenhouse and it helped having lots of warm 
nights this growing season.

He used warm rainwater to water the 2537 pumpkin since it hardly rained this year in that area. He 
collected water from the eavestroughs, stored it in totes and had an inline water heater from the master 
water tank to get the water to 20 degrees C before it got to his drip system. He tried city water in the past, 
but it was high in salts. He believes lots and lots of water is the key to ?grow ?em big?.

He fertilizes in the spring or fall and during the growing season is just concerned about micronutrients. 
Paying attention to micronutrients made his weights jump up dramatically. He also noticed he couldn?t 
get fruit to set if the nitrogen levels were too high. The natural soil was topped up with peat and he uses a 
IRT film/poly to keep the moisture in the soil. He joked his soil might be mostly potting soil by now and 
he would have to check the acidity or Ph levels.

As for the seed choice, he belongs to 
the cult of the ?orange? pumpkin 
growers. He looks for seed that 
produced a deep orange pumpkin 
rather than a yellow or a whiteish 
pumpkin. This year he selected a 
2365 Wolf and crossed it with one of 
his own smaller pumpkins with good 
genetics that was only estimated at 
300 pounds. He pollinates in June and 
takes the male flower the night before 
and stores it before using it the next 
day on the female flower. He looks 
for a flower anywhere from 7 to 17 
secondary vines out from the stump.

The last 2 weeks of growing were 
intense ? you have this big pumpkin, 
and you want to do everything right 
so you can get it to the weigh-off. He 
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had one more thing to worry about 
? how to get it out of the patch! 
He had to get an older piece of 
equipment running so he could lift 
the pumpkin! It also crossed his 
mind ?will the stage hold the 
weight??

Don says ?going all out? is the 
trick to getting ?the big one?, go 
all out with water, keep it warm 
enough in spring, keep it cool in 
heat of summer, and spend the 
extra time needed to make this 
happen. 



Who ALAN EATON

What 173.75 inches

WhereCANADA(BRACEBRIDGE)

When17 SEPTEMBER 2022

The longest gourd measures 4.41 m (173.75 in) and was grown by Alan Eaton 
(Canada), as verified on 17 September 2022 in Bracebridge, Ontario, Canada. The 
achievement was authenticated at the Bracebridge Agricultural Society Fall Fair by 
the Great Pumpkin Commonwealth.

Congratulat ions on Al Eaton's 
New World Record Long Gourd



We live just north of Fond 
du Lac WI over looking Lake 
Winnebago. 2022 we took 
the year off from growing 
AG?s and decided to 
concentrate on tomato and 
long gourds. We have been 
growing competition 
tomatoes for the last 3 
years with the last 2 years 
growing in our high tunnel.

Our soil is challenging...red 
clay, high PH and high 
organic matter. We add only 
a minimal amount of 
mushroom and chicken 
compost for fall 
preparation.

Our growing season begins 
the first week in March with 

seeds in small pots and then placed into the incubator. After the seedlings sprout they get transferred 
into the growing chamber.

When the seedlings reach 3 to 4 inches they get transferred into a 2 gallon container adding Azos on the 
roots.

In the middle of May we take the tomato plant from the growing 
chamber to the high tunnel to expose plants to natural lighting. We 
temporarily use a 6x8 hoop house with a shade cloth over it so the 
plants can adapt to the natural sunlight inside the hoop house. 
The end of May we remove the plants from hoop house and plant 
into the ground. The hole is 1? deep 1? wide and 3? long. We add 3 
packs of super starter (WOW) and sprinkle Azos again on its roots. 
This year we also added wood ashes and Mycorrhizae. When 
planting we removed the bottom 3 sets of leaves from the stem 
and place on its side in the prepared planting hole.

Plants were about 8 feet apart and in-between each plant we 
planted marigolds to suppress bugs. Zero pesticide spraying this 
year! This coming year we will be planting 10? apart. Watered 
plants every 3 days with a sprinkling can. We used rain water as 
much as possible and if not enough then pond water.

After planting we used a 2?x4? wired fence that was 5 feet tall to 

Del and Jul ie Faust  Set  a New Guinness 
Wor ld Recor d Tomato  at  11.65 Pounds!



train and support the plants. I found some small garden clips at the 
Dollar Store which were easy to use to train the vines. Every other 
watering the plants received a weak tea brew. Fabric ground cover 
on both sides of the plant to suppress weeds and help to retain 
moisture in the soil.

As the plant grew we trimmed the lower leaves to help with air flow 
and to keep leaves from getting in contact with the soil. A minimal 
trimming is done until the MEGA BLOOM!!! Once a mega bloom 
appears we gently blew and shook the stem of the bloom to help 
for pollination. Also sang the song ?Come on Baby?!!! (lol) We took 
off sucker shoots and small flowers daily...kinda felt like Morticia 
from the Addams Family!

Once we could see the tomatoes forming from the bloom 
(hopefully on each bloom segment) pollination was complete. 
When the fruit was set a light foliar feed of Cal/Mag was fed once a 
week along with our weekly tea brew.

The vine on the 11.65 went past the fruit about 1 to 2 feet. The 
plant was approximately 5 to 6 feet tall and wide. Once the vine 
grew past the fruit 1 to 2 feet we then stopped all vine growth. 
Both the 11.65 and 8.32 had a beautiful ribbon stem.

We supported both tomatoes with hammocks made from white 
garden fabric with spools and copper wiring to support the tomato in place.

Thinking of using tulle netting next year to make the tomato more visible while checking the fruit without 
having to remove the hammock.

As the days got shorter we extended day growing 
hours with grow lights turned on from 5am to 8pm 
daily. Used fans on the base of plant for air movement 
when deemed necessary.

We believe that the genetics, soil, growers sharing 
information and help from above gave us a wonderful 
2022 growing season!

A special THANKS to Eddy Z for getting us interested in 
growing giant tomatoes. We met Eddy in Las Vegas 
during the 2020 GPC conference. HUGE THANKS TO 
Rick Jolivette, Chris McDonald, Chris Brown and the 
many friends and members of the Wisconsin Giant 
Pumpkin Growers FOR SHARING SEEDS AND 
KNOWLEDGE. GROW BIG!!!

Faust 's 11.65 Pound WR Tomato...Cont .
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It is time to pick up where we left off. It looks as though 
we were somewhere, just ankle deep, in the restrictive 
heat leading into early August when the first clone 
article was published. The 2350 Gienger clone was 
flourishing. A fruit had been set at an ideal location. 
She was adding weight, coming into her stride, and 
deserving of a name. We were all in, fully pot 
committed, on Ruby our hopeful clone fruit. The plant 
had not filled in the allocated 20x20 square foot area 
but was close. Vegetative termination of all growing 
tips would be achieved by Ruby?s Dap-45.

The nutrient sink that which the fruit presented was 
much greater than I had encountered before. Not so 
much in terms of witnessed fruit growth but rather in 
restriction of vegetative proliferation. Most of the juice 
and goods were going to Ruby with litt le left available 
for salad growth. Thinking on this now, I can only 

theorize it to be a result of a substandard root system likely typical of clones.

Clones don?t start hot out of the gate with a healthy crown root system like a traditional seedling. We have 
all removed crowns from our patch at the end of the season. A good one may have multiple root offshoots 
with greater thickness than the grower?s thumb. These offshoots will meander yards away from the 
original planting hole sending out even more branches along the way. Clones just don?t have this. There is 
no crown stump available to establish this amazing powerful root system at day one. I believe that this 
may limit a clone?s potential size regarding fruit. Of course, this only pertains to the fruit grown on a clone 
plant.

Seeds gathered from the fruit and grown in a 
traditional manor will develop normally. The main vine 
and secondaries of the clone plant were notably 
smaller compared to traditional plants. Maximum 
diameter of largest vine was less than two inches 
compared to the ?Pringle Can? sized mains normally 
witnessed in the patch. The largest nodal tap roots 
were found on the pseudo main. They were no larger 
than a standard #2 pencil in diameter. This is also 
significantly smaller than the tradition plant?s cigar 
sized tap roots. The root system was there, vigorous, 
and healthy. It was just not as large and extensive as a 
traditional seed grown plant.

Foliage, at first, was also atypically small at 
approximately 70% normal size. It is important to note that the plant did grow out of this trait very quickly. 

Second  Chances  Thr ough  Cl oning...Par t  2
By: Chr is  Rodebaugh



I would estimate that once 15-20 square feet of 
vegetation became established there were no leaf size 
deficiencies noted. Leaf and stalk quality and quantity 
was standard. As stated in the prior article, secondary 
development and proliferation was typical with proper 
nutrient persuasion. A nitrogen ?kick in the pants? if 
you will.

The clone plant occupied a fenced off enclosure 
having a 400 square foot area. The planting hole was 
situated 3-4 feet from the border of an uphill corner. The pseudo main was trained to run at a diagonal 
towards the opposite corner of the patch. The fruit was set on that vine close to the termination point of 
available space. Secondaries were trained to fill in open real estate as would be expected. They were 
terminated no closer than 12? from the fence border to allow passage around the plant?s perimeter to 
ease in maintenance and care. The fruit was set on two 6x6 sheets of mill fabric with sand to help level 

the growing pad. Working the math subtracting the 
square footage of the foot wide walking perimeter 
and the mill fabric growing pad the plant realistically 
occupied approximately 285 square feet.

Ruby, did in fact, make it to the scale. She has spent 
her final days on display at the North Carolina State 
Fair, Raleigh. Her weight was recorded at 1461 
pounds with an official ott of 403 inches. That works 
out to being about 1.5% over chart. I believe that she 
may be the heaviest fruit ever grown from a clone 
propagation. as I am aware of none larger. She won 
the Black and Orange 

plaques for that GPC venue and was the eye candy for fairgoers that I had 
hoped she would be.

Some interesting data and observations are fully clear now as I reflect onto 
this cloning endeavor. First and foremost, it can be done successfully. Matt 
Debacco was one of the first to prove this almost 10 years ago. A clone 
propagation can be collected, overwintered, set out, vegetated, trained, and 
finally produce a full age Dap-110 fruit for the scale. 

The root system is likely far less than 50% of what a traditional plant would 
exhibit. Green vegetative quality and quantity was normal while vine size is 
30-50% of that normally witnessed. The fruit can still achieve very good size. 
1461 pounds with an actual 285 square foot vegetative area was big surprise 
for me. This equals a litt le over 5# of weight per square foot realized from a 
stumpless clone. 

Even with the anatomical deficiencies, this plant did incredible work. Atlantic 
Giants are aggressive botanical machines! Most importantly, the main goal 

SEcond  chances  t hr ough  Cl oning...Cont .



of this cloning process was achieved. I have seeds from a clean, self-pollinated, and heavy to chart fruit that 
prints Howard Dill Award?s. 

If interested, look for Ruby?s seeds in the upcoming club auctions. Support the clubs. They are what keep our 
amazing hobby great, funded, and growing.

SEcond  chances  t hr ough  Cl oning...Cont .



Drop it  Like it 's HOT!
By: Dust in Trycht a





Many of us have heard about using mustard as a bio-fumigant, and several growers that have 
used it successfully have detailed the lengthy laborious process of growing the mustard to the 
flowering stage, mowing it, tilling it in, watering, with some even tarping it to trap the gases for a 
period of time while the mustard decomposes. Typically the results have been healthier plants -- 
which yield bigger fruits.

Many people that don?t have the luxury of having room to rotate out of a patch might have trouble 
completing this cycle without missing a year. But, what if I told you there is a much simpler 
method that can be done that does the same thing in a much shorter time, with far less labor, with 
the same results, is completely organic, and isn?t extremely costly? If this peaks your interest, read 
on.

First for a litt le bit of back story. My mentor, Dr Bob Liggett has been fighting vine rots, and other 
diseases for nearly a decade? until this year. He grew his 2nd largest ever, in a patch that he 
previously had had many issues in, in a not so perfect year weather wise. Not only was it his 2nd 
largest, but he bested the closest competitor this year by 400 lbs and last year?s Pumpkin Show 
winner (who is only the 3rd person to ever grow a pumpkin over 1800 lbs in the Circleville growing 
area) by 632 lbs. Dr Bob is a great grower, but so are these other guys, so I was intrigued.

When I asked him what he contributed his exceptional year in an otherwise difficult growing 
season, he told me he had the healthiest plants he has ever had. Since I knew he had had issues 
with diseases in the recent past I questioned him to find what he had done differently to achieve 
these healthy plants. Had he went to new dirt? Had he used expensive chemicals? He smiled and 
showed me the literature from https://volunteeragproducts.com/fertilizers/ for a product called 
BioFence. BioFence is a pelletized mustard meal that is 100% organic and not only bio-fumigates 
the soil, but releases a spectrum of macro and micro-nutrients to help naturally re-balance the soil 
for improved beneficial microbial populations AND it can be used up to 10 days prior to planting.

The rate the company suggested for Dr Bob to combat his disease issues was 1 ton per acre, 
which works out to 46 lbs per 1000 sq ft. He described to me how he applied it, which I am 
including below. He applied just before planting in the spring of 2022 and did not apply to a 6x6 
area where he was putting each transplant because he was afraid it was too close to transplant 
time by the time he received the product. He spread the mustard meal out per the dosing 
instructions, tilled it in, watered heavily (approximately 1.5 inches of water over the entire patch) 
and then covered with black construction plastic from Menards, and used sod staples to pin the 
edges down. As the plant grew, he pulled the black plastic back out of the way a litt le at a time, 
leaving his patch covered for as long as possible. He is confident that this was the difference in his 
patch this year and stated he will be using Biofence again next year. I am looking for that first 1 
ton pumpkin to be grown in Circleville soon.

BioFence comes in a 55 lb bag for $75 (2021 price) plus shipping (which unfortunately is almost as 
much as the product). Considering all of the other things we purchase, I believe it is still a 
reasonable cost for the benefits gained, I will be giving this product a try and I felt it was important 
enough to share with everyone.

The Healt h iest  Plant s Dr . 
Ligget t  Has Ever  Had

By: Cecil West on







Rocky Mountain Giant  Vegetable 
Gr ower s Season Recap



He broke the world record for field pumpkin 

twice this year, but Mark Baggs still sees 

himself more as a marrow man. In fact, 

Mark wasn?t even sure if he would grow field 

pumpkins this year as he was planning on 

focussing completely on breaking the world 

record for his favourite fruit, marrows.

Mark starting growing marrows and Atlantic 

Giant pumpkins in his early teens. With no 

connection yet to the giant vegetable 

community in his native Dorset in South 

West England, he had to go with store 

bought seeds. The very first marrow he 

entered was at a local giant vegetable show 

and it weighed 26 pounds, only a tenth of 

what he is capable of these days. Then in 

2005, aged just 22, he decided to get 

serious and promptly broke the world 

record in one of the United Kingdom?s most 

competitive classes. His marrow weighed a 

staggering 136.6 lbs, which even by today?s standards, seventeen years later, is quite a feat. 

Unlike most serious marrow growers, Mark only grew one plant that year.

Since the GPC started recognizing marrows in 2019, Mark has won every single year. In 2019 he 

placed first and second, a year later first, second, third and fourth and then in 2021 he grabbed 

all five top spots and this year the first two including the second heaviest marrow ever grown, 

which weighed an impressive 235.9 pounds. In 2020 he decided to give field pumpkins a go as 

well. He ended up third and fourth but a year later he managed to grab second place. This year 

he broke the world record twice, once with a 218 pounder weighed at a GPC event and once 

M arrow  M an Break s Field 
Pumpk in Record

By: Bradley Wurst en



with an incredible 268 pound 

behemoth weighed at Malvern 

Giant Vegetable Show, beating the 

old world record by 57 pounds!

Mark?s growing season begins when 

the old one stops. He removes the 

old vines and leaves and adds a 

thick layer of manure over the 

patch, which amounts to one to one 

and half tonnes per plot which 

measures 13.5 by 20 feet. Being a 

farmer, getting his hand on manure 

is not an issue. The manure is left to 

break down over winter and also 

acts as a weed suppressant. Prior to 

planting out in late spring, early 

summer, the manure gets 

rotavated into the soil.

When asked if he adds mycorrhizal 

fungi to his soil he admits he is too 

tight to buy it and is not convinced 

the advantages of using it are worth 

the money. And to be honest, none 

of the growers who have ever 

grown marrows over 200 lbs use it. And humic, vulvic or amino acids? Mark grins: ?What are 

they?? He does add a litt le bit of fertilizer after planting them out, but other than that they 

grow on just what is in the soil. In fact, this was the first year he ever used anything to control 

mildew or bugs. Thanks to Ian and Stuart Paton he managed to get his hands on a product 

called ?Systhane? which kept his plants healthier than they had ever been. He sprayed the 

anti-mildew concoction about three times at ten day intervals starting towards the end of 

July. He also sprayed them once to control aphids with a product called ?Hallmark?.

Like many northern European growers, Mark starts his field pumpkin and marrow seeds on 

the 1st of June. Earlier than that and they grow in the warmer summer months and ripen too 

soon. Both tend to grow longer in somewhat cooler conditions. All of his plants are grown 

outside with roughly half of his patch covered in scaffold netting which is attached to an old 

M ark  the M arrow  M an...Cont.



polytunnel frame. The other half is unshaded. Corrugated tin sheets around the perimeter of 

the patch and some plywood boards in between the plants prevent most of the wind from 

reaching them.

In the past Mark would grow as many as twenty plants, excluding his other giants which 

include pumpkins and cucumbers. This year he ?only? grew fifteen; twelve marrows and 

three field pumpkins. The marrow plants are roughly 13.5 x 20 feet and the field pumpkin 

plants are slightly larger at 18 x 20 feet. Hand watering so many plants is not really an option 

so Mark has installed ten pulsating sprinklers around the patch.

Growing extremely large marrows is only for those with nerves of steel. Above say 120 

pounds most marrows are prone to splitting. Usually rib splits or blossom end splits. Hardly 

any make it safe and sound above 200 pounds. To this day, only Mark and two other growers 

have achieved that. Since 2009 he has tried to beat the old world record of 206.5 pounds. He 

has finally managed that, so now his eyes are fixed on the 2021 record held by Vincent Sjodin 

of 256 lbs.

Marks says, ?After beating the WR field pumpkin my first reaction was that I wouldn?t grow 

them again but now it 's had time to sink in a litt le I am not sure whether I will grow them 

again or not. I think if I had the same passion for growing them as I do my marrows I'd fancy 

my chances at getting one towards 300 lbs. So if someone will go and beat my WR please, I?ll 

have a reason to push it further! I'll probably change my mind on what I'm going to grow a 

dozen times before next season. All I will say is that marrows, as always, will be my priority. I 

want that WR back and I'll get it or I'll die trying!?

M ark  the M arrow  M an...Cont.

Marrows over  200 Pounds

256.9 Vincent Sjodin, England, 2021

235.9 Mark Baggs, England, 2022

206.5 Bradley Wursten,  The Netherlands, 2009

200.6 Mark Baggs, England, 2020

200.6 Mark Baggs, England, 2022

Field Pum pk ins over  200 Pounds

268.0 Mark Baggs, England, 2022

218.3 Mark Baggs, England, 2022

211.0 John McKinnon, Canada, 2014

209.0 Quinn Werner, USA 2012

205.0 Bradley Wursten, The Netherlands, 2019

204.5 Alan Nesbitt, USA 2021



Back in early October, Peosta, Iowa resident 
Pete Caspers set a state record at the 2022 
Anamosa PumpkinFest & Ryan Norlin GIANT 
Pumpkin Weigh-Off. His massive pumpkin 
weighed in at a whopping 2,424 pounds! 
According to Pete, it 's the 10th largest 
pumpkin to ever be grown in the U.S. and the 
19th in the entire WORLD. Impressive doesn't 
even begin to describe it! 

Pete explained to me that Anamosa is part of 
the Great Pumpkin Commonwealth, which 
includes around 120 weigh-off sites across the 
globe. The Great Pumpkin Commonwealth has 
a sponsorship with the New York Botanical 
Gardens, so each year, three of the largest 
pumpkins are sent over to NYC and put on 
display. Pete actually drove the pumpkin to 
the Bronx himself, which was definitely a 
challenge! He said,"Cedar Rapids is easy driving 
compared to that mess, especially with a 2424 
lb. pumpkin behind you!"

Eight days after Pete dropped off his massive 
pumpkin at the New York Botanical Gardens, 
it was transformed into a work of art. Artists 
Deane Arnold, Adam Bierton, and Lenny 
Calvin carved the 2,424 pound beast into an 
incredible dragon! Pete says that it was the 
third largest pumpkin to EVER be carved. Just 

look at this masterpiece! The talented artists 
that worked on Pete's pumpkin have lots of 
carving experience. All three of them have 
competed on the Food Network Show 
'Halloween Wars,' and both Adam and Lenny 
competed on another Food Network show 
called 'Outrageous Pumpkins.' Deane is actually 
the pumpkin specialist on 'Outrageous 
Pumpkins!'

Pet e 
Casper 's 2424 

Pound Pum pk in 
Carved int o a Giant  

Dragon 
By: Cour t l in

https://www.facebook.com/pete.caspers
https://www.facebook.com/pete.caspers
https://www.facebook.com/pumpkin1962
https://www.facebook.com/pumpkin1962
https://www.instagram.com/adambierton/
https://www.instagram.com/adambierton/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063528938806
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063528938806
https://www.foodnetwork.com/shows/halloween-wars
https://www.foodnetwork.com/shows/halloween-wars
https://www.foodnetwork.com/shows/outrageous-pumpkins
https://www.foodnetwork.com/shows/outrageous-pumpkins


My daughter Isabella had a 468 pound 
pumpkin and she placed third at the Goshen 
Fair in Goshen, Connecticut. My pumpkin 
placed second coming in at 790 pounds This 
was our first real successful year at growing 
giants. We also had two smaller bright 
orange pumpkins: Isabellas weighed 255 
pounds, and mine weighed 528 pounds 
which we both entered in the Harwinton Fair 
in Connecticut.

M ichael  
Weber's 2022 

Season



First off, my previous PB was 
531 pounds last year.  I beat 
that this year 3 times by getting 
all 3 of my pumpkins to 
weigh-offs.  I made it to 
Wasson's Nursery where I 
weighed 1291 pounds (2112 
Skinner x 1501 Vander Wielen). 

Next up was Fair 
Oaks Farm where I 
weighed 1361 
(1501 Vander 
Wielen x 2112 
Skinner) which is a 
1885 remake.  
Then lastly, I was 
able to travel to 
Dublin Ohio for the 
Oakland Nursery 
weigh-off and got 
to meet a lot of 
great/heavy hitter 
growers.  Learned 
a lot from talking 
to each.  I weighed 
1081 (2350 
Gienger x 2112 
Skinner) which is a 
2078 Skinner 

remake.  The Oakland Nursery 
weigh-off if you haven't been, I 
suggest people make the trip. It 
is run by a great bunch of 
people.  Well organized and 
ran.

This year I put a lot more time 
into growing these and there 
are no shortcuts for those that 
wonder.  I would spend 2 to 4 
hours a night in the garden.  
Although I am not anywhere 
close to where I want to be or 
up there in weight I've learned 
that you have to build up your 
soils, keep up with weeding, 
consistent watering, and 
fertilizer programs.

I would suggest growers find a 
willing mentor you can bounce 
ideas / get advice from.  For me 
that was Ron Wallace and his 
Wallace WOW products.  I 
would like to give a big thanks 
and shout out to Ron for his 
sharing of knowledge and 
guidance.

TODD 
FRIERMOOD'S 
GOOD SEASON 



L et 's celebr ate!

5:0 0  PM  't i l  M idn i gh t
D ou b leT r ee Boston  N or th  Sh or e

N o h ost  bar

T h em e: Revolu t i on / Colon i al i sm
D o: L ook  l i ke a p atr i ot !

D on 't : B r i n g you r  m u sket !

Friday, M arch 3rd
A   PUM PK IN  REVOLUTION

PA RTY

Join us for ...



The 2023 Int ernat ional Growers Convent ion - Danvers, MA

March 3rd, 4t h and 5t h

GPC special room rate of $149 for a king or 2 full beds 
PLUS  complimentary breakfast!

Use code CDTGC2 when booking.



M arch 2nd and 3rd   10:00 to Noon



Suppor t  our  Sponsor s



Suppor t  our  Sponsor s



NYBG

New York Botanical Gardens
2900 Southern Blvd.

Bronx, New York 10458

www.nybg.org

Suppor t  our  Sponsor s

250 acres t o explore: Enjoy seasonal highlights among 

our outdoor collections and trails. The Garden is open 

rain or shine. Dress for the weather and wear 

comfortable attire for exploration.



Harvest time is in my rear view mirror, 
and it 's always a season for me to reflect 
and assess. I am coming down off my 
high of meeting my goals of growing the 
#1 squash in the world (I have long 
coveted the huge squash trophy and 
green jacket!) as well as getting back in 
the Top Ten for Grower of the Year and 
into the elite 5700 pound club. It wasn't 
my goal, but I managed to earn the 
GPC's Master Gardener World 
Championship for the second 
consecutive year, and a GPC first: 

qualifying for Grower of the year TWICE in one season with my 6 
giants. My office is full of drying seeds and running fans. The bubble 
envelopes for club seed requests are piling up. Those of us on the 
GPC committee are not only getting our seeds dried, and patches 
cleaned out, but we're hard at work planning the March 2023 
International Growers Convention. We look forward to seeing all of 
you in Danvers, Massachusetts to renew friendships, honor your 
hard work and recognize your amazing accomplishments! 

 Cont act  Your  GPC  
Represent at ives:

Submit  ar t icl es  t o  t he  
GPC  Common  Gr ound!

Thank you for reading Edition 15 of The GPC Common Ground!   It is 
my hope to publish a newsletter that reflects the interests of giant 
fruit and vegetable growers as well as provide educational content, 
grower features, event recaps, club spotlights, and regional 
highlights. 

It is the intent of the GPC board to provide this newsletter to 
growers worldwide as a means to exchange information, grow 
community, and advance the weights of giant produce. 

Article submissions are welcome! GPC Common Ground will be by 
growers, for growers.  It  is easiest  for  m e if  ar t icles are sent  in a 
plain t ext  em ail, or  a Word docum ent  w it h phot os in jpg form at . 
Edit ing pdf  f i les is dif f icult  and t im e consum ing, and som et im es 
im possible.

GPC Common Ground will be published four times per year and 
sent via email to subscribers. To subscribe, visit with GPC website: 
www.gpc1.org/newsletter. Archived newsletters will be posted on 
the GPC website.

Please direct feedback, photos, inquiries and article submissions to:

Cindy Tobeck :  cindy@gpc1.org

 

Gary"Wizzy" Grande
President 

wiz@gpc1.org 

  Mario Jaglarz
Vice President
Mario@gpc1.org
International Sites 

  

Pete Caspers
Treasurer

Pete@gpc1.org
Central Region   

Laverne 
Wojciechowski
Secretary
Laverne@gpc1.org
Central/West Canada 

  

Nick McCaslin
Nick@gpc1.org

The South 

  

Tom Rovenstine
Plains & Rocky 
Mountains 

  

Todd Kline
todd@gpc1.org

Ontario & Quebec 

Fred Ansems
fred@gpc1.org
Eastern Canada

Cindy Tobeck
Pacific Coast AK,HI                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Cindy@gpc1.org 

  

Woody Lancaster
woody@gpc1.org
Northeast                

Mark Mourlas
mark@gpc1.org

Great Lakes

Sebastian 
Malinowski-Suski 
Sebastian@gpc1.org 
Europe

Patrik Ressel

patrik@gpc1.org

Europe
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